
1(a) 

ceoebfec vhihi += [A] 

cerebiebe vhihv += [B] 

Small Signal Equivalent Circuit 

(b) Ic = 10 mA  VCE = 15 V 

Hence RC = (30 – 15)/10 k = 1.5 k 

IB = IC/hFE  = 10/250 mA = 40 A 

Current thru R2 = 0.7/100 mA = 7 A 

Hence R1 = (30 – 0.7)/47  M = 623 k 

(c) SSEC

RL = Rout for max power transfer.  Here Rout = RC = 1k5, so connect RL = 1k5.  

[Examiner’s note: this is strictly the case only for small signals.  For maximum output, large-signal issues and the 

need for equal positive and negative-going output swings have to be considered.] 

In the mid-band, C1 and C2 can be neglected. 

Hence vo is given by : 750− bfe ih   

To determine ib , consider the Thévenin equivalent of the 

circuit comprising R3, R1 and R2, shown alongside: → 

R1 // R2 = 623  100 / [623 + 100] k = 86.17 k 

Rt = R1 // R2 // R3 = 8.96 k 

vt = vi  [R1 // R2]/ (R3 + [R1 // R2]) = 0.896 vi 

ib = vt / (Rt + hie) = 0.896 vi / 9760 = 9.18  10-5 vi 

Hence Gain = vo / vi = –250  750  9.18  10-5 = –17.21 

[A] [B] 

Several candidates ignored the 
current in R2.  Some entirely 

ignored the base current and got 
impossible answers 

A good number 

missed out R3 

from the SSEC, 

or connected it 
wrongly. 
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(d) The additional C-B capacitor feeds back current from the output in opposition 

to the input.  Miller effect means that it has the same effect as a capacitor of (A+1)C 

from input terminal to earth, and therefore has a more dramatic effect on circuit 

performance than the relatively low physical value would suggest.  

  
[Examiner’s note: almost no candidate appeared to recognise the significance of this, and many got bizarre values 

by not thinking sufficiently about the relative magnitudes of the currents in base & collector circuits.] 

 

 
 

Apply Kirchhoff’s current law at B.  We shall assume: 

1. the effect on the output circuit of the extra current drained via 15 pF can be ignored, 

2. the shunt effect of R1 & R2 (86.17 k) is negligible in comparison with hie = 800 
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Here RL is the total driven load, which is 750 ohms for the conditions of part (c). 

Now, since Lbfeo Rihv −= , the –3dB point for the output corresponds to that for bi  

So, equating real & imaginary parts in the denominator of (3): 
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=

−− dBf  = 60.9 kHz 

 

 

Without R3, 

determining the 
upper –3dB point 

is not practicable 






































